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A collection of humorous stories, where the author takes to the road with a thieving quadriplegic,
sorts out the fancy from the extra-fancy in a bleak fruit-packing factory, and confronts his naked self
in the mirrored sunglasses of a lunatic. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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This book is classified as a memoir, and it's the funniest one I've read to date. Growing up Greek in
North Carolina couldn't have been easy, but adding to the mix a crazy grandmother and a sibling
with a penchant for using towels as toilet paper makes it that much harder (and funnier, to us).David
was struck with enthusiastic OCD as a child, only to find ways to "cure" his tics in college. His
stories of life after schooling include apple-picking and packing, working with jade (not to mention a
crazy, hypocritical Christian), and refinishing woodwork with a Jew-hating Lithuanian and a
somewhat confused black guy. He hitchhikes with all levels of human decapitation until a rowdy
truck driver combs thicket by the roadside looking for him.Not all of the fifteen stories are
side-splitting funny. "I Like Guys" highlights accepting his homosexual feelings, and an undercurrent
of seriousness lines the story. "Ashes" tells of his mother's cancer, and a sense of tragedy seems to
sober his usually razor-sharp satirical style.The last (and title) story, "Naked", tells of his experience
with a nudist colony. It's written in more a journal form (the others are written in a 'flashback' form)
and by the end, you feel strange in your own clothing.I definitely plan on recommending this book to
my friends. I don't see how you could live your life without picking up a Sedaris book.

NAKED is--by far--the funniest book I have ever read. Several people suggested that I read it, and I
ignored them for a long time: I had a lot of other books I wanted to get to first. I finally read it this
weekend. The next thing I knew, I was ordering HOLIDAYS ON ICE and BARREL FEVER.NAKED
is a collection of true stories from David Sedaris's life. I only wish my life was half as funny."Chipped
Beef," "Get Your Ya-Ya's Out" and "I Like Guys" are highlights of this collection, but the funniest
story is "A Plague of Tics." In it, Sedaris discusses his strange behaviors as a child: licking
lightswitches, hitting himself with his shoe. I laughed so hard reading this story that my roommate
told me I was going to have to shut up.Give NAKED a shot. If you like it, pick up BARREL FEVER. It
isn't as funny, but it's close.

I would love to give this books five stars but I can't. There were three stories ("Chipped Beef,"
"Dinah, the Christmas Whore," and "The Drama Bug") that just didn't grab me, so I can't in good
conscience give "Naked" a perfect rating. But it's a very strong 4....like a 4.7.David Sedaris is one of
the funniest authors I've ever read. His storytelling is superb and absolutely hilarious! This is a
must-read for anyone out there who wants to temporarily escape their own dull lives and live
vicariously through someone else. Underneath Sedaris's humorous adventures lies a sadness and
fear, but that's what makes the stories so beautiful and genuine. Living with OCD, his mother's
death, and realizing and accepting his homosexuality are amongst life's trying situations, to say the
least. But Sedaris recounts those experiences with tenderness and dignity. I dreaded getting to the
last page, and when I closed the book and put it back on the shelf it felt like I was losing a new
friend. So...the solution to that was simple....I just pre-ordered his next book.NOTE: If you loved
"Naked" you'll love "Barrell Fever."

The days when David Sedaris was on Morning Edition on NPR (National Public Radio), I was
always late for work. His commentaries on being a single gay man working odd-jobs or cleaning
apartments in New York City were some of the fall-down funniest things I've ever heard. In print, he
is no less skillful at making me weep with laughter. Sedaris, in a raw, honest manner, describes the
events of his childhood and young adulthood - as perceived by his incredibly humorous and rich
imagination. This collection of essays cover everything from his mother's sharp, accurate portrayal
of his tics, his job as a mental health institution assistant, his sister's wedding/his mother's death, to
dealing with (while in high school) being gay, and many of the funny little stories that make up being
a member of a family, any family. His wit is dry, sharp, poignant, and philosophical all the same
time. And after listening to his voice on those cold mornings on the radio, I can "hear" him tell these

tales. What a riot! I have read some of the other reviewers who gave this book a one and all I can
say is that I pity the person who does not have a sense of humor because they miss out on the
absolute joy of reading anything by Sedaris - or even better, listening to him. wow.
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